Why are serial measurements of cardiac perfusion and function important? Simply put, because they allow us to make a precise assessment of the worsening of patient condition due to disease progression, or the improvements brought about by treatment. Our ultimate goal is that of reducing the random ''noise'' present in the measurements, so that even small differences found between successive studies can be considered significant, and can guide informed decisions about the patients' clinical pathways.
Before examining and discussing the specifics of the issue, it is appropriate to make an important distinction between reproducibility and repeatability.
We consider the reproducibility of measurements of cardiac perfusion and function from gated SPECT and gated PET images to express the agreement between values obtained by applying a computer algorithm twice to the same image dataset. Therefore, reproducibility is proportional to the degree to which the algorithm is automated. Measurements from automated, ''push-button'' algorithms that operate in a deterministic manner are, by definition, perfectly reproducible, regardless of when or by whom the button is pushed. On the other hand, algorithms that require some degree of operator interaction will have less than perfect intra-and interoperator reproducibility. 1 High reproducibility means small differences (D), so we can describe it in terms of a quantity Drepro that should be minimized.
Conversely, repeatability of measurements is related to applying a computer algorithm to two separately acquired image sets belonging to the same patient (images ideally acquired without changes in the acquisition protocol or patient condition), and measuring the difference between the quantitative results. Low repeatability can be due to (a) changes in the acquisition setup (the patient moved, the radiopharmaceutical uptake pattern changed, gating abnormalities occurred), (b) changes in the reconstruction and reorientation parameters used to generate the tomographic images input to the algorithm, (c) changes in the way the quantitative algorithm operated, or was applied to the data, and/or (d) true physiologic variation in the patient's state at imaging. In other words, repeatability is a measure of the combined ''stability'' of the quantitative algorithm, the acquisition protocol itself, and the patient conditions ( Figure 1 ). As with reproducibility, high repeatability is equivalent to low Drepeat.
While serial measurements fall obviously under the repeatability category, examining the potential limitations of reproducibility offers us a way to determine, in a more controlled environment, the effect of operator interaction on quantitative measurements. Specifically, we can ascribe imperfect reproducibility to variabilities in processing (by which tomographic images are produced from the acquired ''raw'' projection images) as well as variabilities in quantification:
The two contributions are obviously correlated, as Dproc will cause changes in the images on which quantification is performed, which may in turn cause changes in the quantitative software's output. For example, Knollman et al investigated the variation in quantitative LV function measurements resulting from a simple 15°change in the reorientation angles during processing of 59 gated SPECT datasets. The patient population composed a wide range of LVEFs (20%-80%) end-systolic volumes (ESVs) and end-diastolic volumes (EDVs), which were quantified using three different software algorithms. While correlation coefficients were generally high, the most reproducible algorithm still produced differences of 2.8%, 7.5 mL, and 9 mL for LVEF, ESV, and EDV, respectively, at the 95% confidence interval level. 2 In layman's terms, 5% of the time one should expect quantitative differences greater than those listed above as a consequence of just altering the reorientation angle by 15°during reconstruction of a given dataset.
Changing the type of reconstruction applied to a dataset can impact reproducibility in an even more severe way, as reported by DePuey et al 3 for filtered backprojection versus different implementations of iterative reconstruction. In the extreme, this may require the need for reconstruction-specific normal limits for parameters of cardiac function, and possibly for cardiac perfusion as well.
With respect to repeatability, we can describe it in terms of the above-defined Drepro component plus an acquisition-related component Dacq, which is in turn composed of Dacq_tech (variabilities related to technical causes) and Dacq_clin (variabilities related to actual clinical changes).
It is apparent that, while reducing Drepro is always beneficial in terms of reliability of the measurements, reducing Drepeat ought to be done without compromising the sensitivity to detect meaningful clinical changes-in other words, Dacq_tech should be minimized, but Dacq_clin should not. In order to investigate the typical Drepeat in this context, a study was conducted on a population of 100 patients, who were imaged back-toback with gated SPECT, twice at rest and twice after exercise or pharmacologic stress. Since (a) the patients' status was not expected to have changed between the consecutive rest or the consecutive stress acquisitions, (b) each consecutive study pair shared the same radioisotope injection, and (c) the same cameras and protocols were used for every study pair, this study is close to a best-case scenario for repeatability, and the differences measured ought to be directly related to the effect of manual processing and successive, operatoradjusted quantification. 4 Not surprisingly, it was found that Drepeat was generally higher (repeatability was worse) than the Drepro reported by Knollman, reflecting the greater variability associated with separate acquisitions. Perhaps more interestingly, repeatability was better (Drepeat was lower) for stress studies than for rest studies, as a consequence of the former's higher statistical quality. Of note, when a 65 patients subsample was considered in which no operator adjustment to the automated quantification algorithm was necessary, repeatability significantly improved for the rest, but not for the stress studies-suggesting a clear benefit of fully automated analysis in the context of lower count images ( Table 1) .
Repeatability of perfusion SPECT measurements were analyzed in the same 100-patient population using the ''total perfusion deficit'' (TPD) parameter previously defined by Slomka et al 5 , producing 95% confidence intervals of 3.3, 1.8, and 3.2 for stress TPD, rest TPD, and ischemic TPD, respectively. 4 Another study by Mahmarian et al investigated the change in ''perfusion defect size'' (PDS), a parameter similar to the TPD, in a population of 260 patients who underwent serial adenosine stress SPECT within 4 weeks of each other, without changes in clinical status or medications. This test of repeatability is obviously more challenging compared to the single-injection, back-to-back scenario in Xu's study, and consequently the mean serial difference in PDS was reported to be (-0.13% ± 4.2%), corresponding approximately to an 8.4% variation at the 95% confidence interval level-a result comparable to what was reported by Berman et al 6 in serial studies repeated within 9-22 months, and significantly better than that previously reported for visual agreement. 7 Summarizing what we know about optimizing repeatability, it is essential that serial studies be required to differ as little as possible in the way of acquisition (same camera, radioisotope, acquisition protocol, comparable count statistics, etc), processing (same reconstruction type, filter type and cutoff, reorientation software, etc) and quantification (same algorithm), while also minimizing the extent of operator intervention throughout the process. Even with these precautions, published data indicates that the best achievable repeatability using conventional approaches can be expected to be about 2%-3% for TPD, 5%-6% for LVEF, and 10 mL for EDVs and ESVs, all at the 95% confidence interval level.
CAN WE DO BETTER?
With regard to cardiac perfusion quantification, standard techniques for the analysis of serial SPECT require separate comparisons to the normal database, which is not optimal due to potential contour variability and repeated image normalization. On the other hand, new quantitative software approaches have been proposed to analyze the two serial studies together, providing more direct measures of changes. Faber et al 8 conducted a SPECT simulation study involving various ventricular positions, sizes, count rates, and perfusion defect severities using the nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBs)-based cardiac torso (NCAT) phantom, and found that image alignment helped detect perfusion changes, while also reducing the number of studies necessary to demonstrate a significant perfusion change by about half. Slomka et al 9 developed a direct, simplified method for quantification of ischemia by simultaneous 3D spatial registration and count normalization of rest and stress images, without using normal limits. This approach is also ideally suited to serial stress (or serial rest) studies, the spatial registration of which is expected to be more straightforward compared to that of a stress/rest pair, and has in fact been reported to result in serial variability lower than the inter-subject variability of normal studies. 10 With regard to cardiac function quantification, it is possible to modify both the processing and the quantification algorithms to make them process and analyze serial studies not separately, but as a ''pair'' (or, if more than two studies are involved, a ''group''). Specifically, simultaneously solving left ventricular geometry for both the studies allows the algorithms, in regions where structure cannot be definitively determined for one or both the studies, to make decisions that exploit all the available information and that do not introduce arbitrary inter-study inconsistencies. Contrariwise, in regions where structure can be definitively determined for both the studies, it is important to solve for both independently so as not to obscure any underlying differences in Dacq_clin.
This concept was tested in a large population (984 patients), whose stress and rest gated SPECT studies underwent the same 15°change in reorientation angles during processing as described above for Knollman's data. 2 The results of paired processing and quantification are shown in Table 2 , and demonstrate a very substantial improvement in Drepro. Similarly, applying paired quantification to the short-axis images from in Xu's 100 patient population demonstrated substantial improvements in Drepeat compared to conventional, non-paired quantification (Table 3) . Of note, paired processing greatly reduced (to 1 out of 100) the number of studies requiring manual adjustment of the automatically derived contours.
Reproducibility and repeatability are both indicators of precision, not accuracy. In scientific terms, precision is the degree to which successive measurements made under the same conditions produce the same results, while accuracy is the degree to which successive measurements of a quantity are close to that quantity's ''true'' value. In other words, it is possible to be quite precise but not extremely accurate, particularly in the presence of systematic errors, as exemplified in 11 Because every measurement system has some inherent bias, however small, it should not be surprising that different normal limits for parameters of cardiac perfusion and function are required for different quantitative algorithms. 12 Inaccurate data is not useful, regardless of precision. Having said that, it is precision that has great clinical importance in the serial assessment of cardiac perfusion and function, and in the authors' opinion the precision of nuclear cardiology algorithms is unmatched in clinical cardiology, mostly thanks to their remarkable degree of automation. 
